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Alternative Daily Cover   

Why should you be using ADC at your facility? 



First:  the Law 

§258.21   Cover material requirements. WWW.EPA.GOV 

• (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, the owners or operators 

of all MSWLF units must cover disposed solid waste with six inches of earthen 

material at the end of each operating day, or at more frequent intervals if 

necessary, to control disease vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter, and scavenging. 

• (b) Alternative materials of an alternative thickness (other than at least six inches 

of earthen material) may be approved by the Director of an approved State if the 

owner or operator demonstrates that the alternative material and thickness 

control disease vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter, and scavenging without 

presenting a threat to human health and the environment. 

 

(EPA) Environmental Protection Agency 



Pros  
• Readily available (for some sites) 

• Minimizes odor  

• Controls vectors  

• Sheds rainwater 

• Controls wind-blown litter 

• Looks natural  

• Fire resistant 

Cons 

• Not so readily available ( for many site) 
• Minimum of 3 pieces of equipment 

needed 
• Minimum of 3 operators needed or more  
• Minimizes gas flow in the cell  
• Side slope leachate outbreaks  
• Extensive cover time  
• Can be difficult in bad weather conditions 
• Loss of air space 
• Least cost effective 

 
 

Dirt for daily cover 



A look at the numbers 

For example – the volume 
18 CY per load x 11 loads = 200 CY  
 5 days per week  = 1000 CY  
4 weeks per month = 4000 CY  

For example – the expense 
$180 per day X 5 = $900.00 per week 
$900 X 4 = $3600 per month 
$3600 X 12 = $43,200 annually 



Regarding dirt for cover, is the question,  
how much ARE YOU USING,  or  
how much ARE YOU LOSING? 

Even if you are scraping 
back most of the dirt you 
will not get back: 

• The fuel   

• The man hours  

• The equipment hours 

• The loss of Airspace   How much?  
Is it 6’’ or 16’’ of soil? 



 

• Daily tonnage 

• Size of working face 

• Weather – wind, rain, snow 

• Available equipment  

• Landfill personnel 

• Budget  

 

What are the factors when considering alternatives? 



 

• tarpARMOR® is a division of Southwestern Sales Company 

• SWS has been serving customers with excellence since 1977 

• Manufacturing plant and corporate offices based in Northwest Arkansas 

• Company started in the agricultural fabrics industry 

• Manufacturing landfill tarps for over 17 years 

• Produced well over 100 TDS Tarp Deployment Systems and shipped to 

six countries 



Hand pulling tarps 

There must be a better way! 



Using an excavator to deploy tarps 

There must be a better way! 



Using multiple machines to deploy tarps 

There must be a better way! 



Using a spreader-bar to deploy tarps 



Every one of these methods will work, but just like all ADC, 
they come with their own challenges. But with the TDS 
tarpARMOR has over those challenges. 





• Windy conditions 
• Rain or shine  
• More efficient 
• Cost effective 

 

• One operator 
• Reusable material 
• Odor Control 
• Safer deployment 



tarpARMOR tarpLOX Cable System WORKS in windy conditions 

Windy Conditions 



• No operators walking on 
the working face pulling 
folds out of the tarp. 

• No additional equipment 
needed. 

•  One operator, with a 
wireless remote control, 
taking care of the daily 
cover needs. 

One Operator 



Four 30 ft. x 107 ft. tarps can 
be deployed by the TDS in less 
than 15 minutes.  

Time Saving 



Extends Tarp Life 

When deployed properly, the tarps 
are replaced every 2.5 years on 
average. 
 
The tarps are designed to be lifted 
and rolled off and onto the spool 
when deployed.  
 
By not dragging the tarps, the life 
expectancy is increased 
considerably. 



   There were a total of 98 deaths related to municipal solid waste 

collection in the US between 1July 2015 and 30 June 2016, according to 

the data from the Solid Waste Association of North America (SWANA). 

 

   Of the fatalities reported, 38 were solid waste employees on the job, a 

majority of which occurred during collection.  

   However, 13 of the fatal worker incidents took place at a landfill or 

materials recycling facility. 

Safer Work Environment  
   Recycling Today magazine  
 
   Seven solid waste-related fatalities in the 
United States occurred in the first 10 days of 
2018, according to a news release from 
the Solid Waste Association of North        
America(SWANA), Silver Spring, Maryland. 
These deaths come just weeks after 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics again 
identified solid waste collection as the fifth 
deadliest job in the U.S. in 2016. 

https://www.swana.org/
https://www.swana.org/
https://www.swana.org/
http://www.wastetodaymagazine.com/article/swana-bls-deadliest-jobs/
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